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The best limit on the strong FCNC anomalous couplings was obtained using the direct top
production process at the Large Hadron Collider by the ATLAS collaboration. We perform a
similar analysis but using a next-to-leading order generator, MEtop. We then show how the limits
could be improved if the FCNC single top process pp→ tj would be included as signal. Finally we
discuss a slightly modified analysis with an extra hard jet in the final state.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has now concluded the 8 TeV run gathering a total of approximately 20 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity. The large number of top-quarks produced allow for an unprecedented precision in the study of
top quark observables. It is well known that Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) involving a top quark are
negligibly small in the Standard Model (SM). They can however be larger by up to eight orders of magnitude in some
extensions of the SM [1]. Therefore, the search for signals of FCNC processes involving the top-quark is an excellent
means of testing the validity of the SM while simultaneously probing some of its extensions. Direct top production is
the most sensitive process to probe the FCNC vertex involving a top-quark, a light-quark and a gluon. At the parton
level, direct top is simply given by gq (q¯)→ t (t¯) where q = u, c and g is a gluon, u, c and t are the up, charm and top
quarks respectively.
No evidence for top-quarks originating from the direct top process was found in the searches performed by the
experiments at the Tevatron [2] and at the LHC where the best limits on the anomalous strong FCNC couplings were
obtained by the ATLAS collaboration [3]. In the ATLAS analysis [3], the direct top signal events were generated with
the PROTOS [4] Monte Carlo generator. The upper limit on the production cross-section was then converted into
limits on the anomalous coupling constants. In order to account for the next-to-leading-order (NLO) corrections, a K-
factor was used according to the NLO calculation of the FCNC direct top process [5, 6]. The bound can also be written
as a 95 % C.L. limit on the top FCNC branching ratios Br(t → ug) < 5.7 × 10−5 and Br(t → cg) < 2.7 × 10−4 [3]
with the assumption that only one of the FCNC vertices gu t¯ or gc t¯ is turned on at a time. In this work we perform
a similar analysis using the NLO generator MEtop [7], a tool made recently available dedicated to top quark FCNC
production. MEtop has a complete set of dimension six operators for the study of FCNC top-quark interactions [8].
The purpose of this paper is threefold. First we want to compare the previous analysis where the events were
generated at leading-order (LO) and normalized with a K-factor with one where the direct top events are generated
at NLO using MEtop. We will therefore redo the analysis performed by the ATLAS collaboration in [3] with the NLO
events generated by MEtop. Second, because MEtop also includes the LO hard FCNC process pp→ tj, where j is a
light jet, we will account for the contribution of the hard process to the analysis already performed. Our goal is to
check weather a sizeable improvement in the limit is obtained just by adding the events from the FCNC single top
process to the direct top events. Finally, we will perform an analysis where again we follow [3] but allow for one extra
hard jet in the signal. It is clear that the final state will then be very similar to the SM single top one. Hence, our
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2objective is to check if the major increase in the background can be compensated by the increment in the number of
signal events.
2. DATA SAMPLE
Three different sets of signal events were generated with METop [7],
• FCNC direct top @LO: DtopLO,
• FCNC direct top @NLO: DtopNLO,
• FCNC direct top @NLO plus FCNC single top @LO: DtopNLO + (t+ j)LO.
The last set (DtopNLO + (t + j)LO) is a weighed combination of direct top production at NLO with FCNC single
top production at LO. As discussed in [7], only one FCNC operator for each light quark (u and c) contributes to
the direct top process. Therefore, each set is composed of two samples - one where only the ugt coupling is turned
on and the other where only the cgt coupling is turned on. The generation of the FCNC single top quark events
in DtopNLO + (t + j)LO followed the same rule. All events were generated assuming a SM top quark decay, i.e.,
BR(t→W+b) ≈ 100 % and only the leptonic decay of the W was considered. Additionally, the full τ leptonic decay
was taken into consideration in both signal and background. We have used the Parton Density Function (PDF) set
CTEQ6 [9] for all leading order (LO) processes and CTEQ6.6 [9] for the NLO cross sections.
As previously stated the SM FCNC cross section is negligible due to its very low cross section. The most significant
backgrounds are single top production, tt¯ production, W/Z plus jets (both light and heavy jets), diboson production
and the multijet background. The single top background (t-channel, s-channel and Wt associated production) together
with tt¯ were generated with POWHEG [10] at NLO and the CTEQ6.6 NLO PDFs were used. For W plus light jets,
Wc plus light jets, Wbb¯, Wcc¯ (plus light jets) and Z plus light jets we have used AlpGEN [11] with the CTEQ6 LO
PDFs. In all events generated with AlpGEN the jets have a transverse momentum above 20 GeV and ∆Rjj > 0.7.
Further, in the W plus jets case, the jets have |ηj | < 4.9 and for Z plus jets |ηj | < 2.5. For both the W and the Z
plus jets events, the number of jets was varied from 0 to 3. To remove overlaps between n and n + 1 partons the
MLM matching scheme [12] was used. The cross sections were then normalized at NLO using MCFM [13, 14].
The events were then submitted to a parton shower simulator performed with PYTHIA 6 [15] in order to include
initial (ISR) and final (FSR) state radiation, as well as multiple interactions. The Perugia tune [16] was used to handle
the underlying events in POWEG while the ATLAS MC09 tune [17] was used for events generated with AlpGen.
Finally, both signal and background detector simulation was performed with Delphes [18], which is a framework for
the fast simulation of a generic detector in a collider experiment. For the detector and trigger configurations, we
resorted to the ATLAS default definitions in Delphes. However, in order to reproduce the ATLAS analysis as faithful
as possible we have redefined the sum of the ET in a cell to be calculated within a cone of ∆R = 0.3 for the lepton,
and ∆R = 0.4 for the jet. Additionally, the b-tagging efficiency was set to be 57%, and the b-mistagging to 0.2% for
light-quark jets and 10% for c-quark jets. These values were chosen to match the ATLAS analysis [3]. Finally, we
have not considered the diboson and multijets background which in the ATLAS analysis [3] amounts to 9 % of the
total background (the largest contribution comes from multijets with about 6.7 %).
3. EVENT SELECTION
As previously discussed we have performed two different analysis. The first one is similar to one presented in [3]
by the ATLAS collaboration. It should be noted however that besides the usual cut-based analysis, ATLAS uses a
multivariate analysis technique (neural-network) to separate signal from background. As we will not be using this
multivariate technique, our results cannot be compared with theirs. This is not an issue because our aim is not
to compare our analysis with the experimental one but rather to study its performance for different sets of events
generated with MEtop. The ATLAS analysis will be used as our standard analysis because it provides the best
current limits on the ugt and cgt strong FCNC couplings. It will also serve as a means to control our background. In
the present work the limits on the FCNC couplings were obtained using the ATLAS cut-based part of the analysis
plus an additional cut on the top invariant mass. From now on, we shall call this analysis ”ATLAS” but it should
be clear that this is not the ATLAS analysis performed in [3]. A detailed description of what we call the ”ATLAS”
analysis will be presented below. Still in the framework of this first analysis we will consider a new set of signal events,
DtopNLO+(t+j)LO, that is, we will add the FCNC single top to the NLO direct top. The ATLAS final state consists
of one b-quark jet, one lepton (electron or muon) and missing energy. In the analysis, we ask for exactly zero non-b
3jets. However, a jet can only be identified with pT > 25GeV and |ηj | < 2.5. This means that some of the events from
FCNC single top will still pass the selection if the non b-jet is soft. Hence, we will study how the inclusion of the
FCNC single top events will affect the bound on the couplings.
The second analysis will be performed considering a different final state topology with an extra hard non-b jet. In
table I we present the total cross section for each of the three set of events, where the FCNC coupling constants were
set to either zero or κqgt/Λ = 0.01 TeV
−1. The t + j sample and the corresponding total cross section is produced
with a 10 GeV cut on the jet pT . For completeness we present the strong FCNC operator which we write as
iκugt
gs
Λ
u¯λaσµν(fu + hu γ5)tG
a
µν + (u↔ c) + h.c. (1)
where κugt is real, gs is the strong coupling and fu and hu are complex numbers with |fu|2 + |hu|2 = 1 (see [7] for a
detailed discussion relating the forms of the strong FCNC operators). For the chosen value of the coupling constant,
the FCNC single top cross section gives an additional contribution of 14% and 27% to the full NLO direct top cross
section, for the ugt and cgt operators respectively. These extra events are kinematically similar to the SM single top
ones and are therefore expected to be mainly located in regions discarded by the ATLAS analysis. Nevertheless, it
is important to understand if an analysis that considers an extra hard jet can lead to an improvement on the FCNC
couplings limit. We will refer to this analysis as ATLAS(m).
σ(DtopLO) (pb) σ(DtopNLO) (pb) σ(DtopNLO + (t+ j)LO) (pb)
ugt 2.245 2.972 3.374
cgt 0.355 0.567 0.720
Table I: DtopLO, DtopNLO and DtopNLO + (t+ j)LO total cross sections for
√
s = 8 TeV and κqgt/Λ = 0.01 TeV
−1.
We have used the ATLAS default trigger card on the Delphes detector with an isolated electron with pT > 25GeV
or an isolated muon with pT > 20 GeV. In the analysis we demanded at least one electron or one muon with
pT > 25 GeV . Exactly one reconstructed jet with pT > 25 GeV is required. This jet has to be identified as a
b-quark jet (b-tagged). We excluded events with missing transverse energy /ET < 25GeV. In order to further reduce
the multijet background - most of it with low /ET and low values of the reconstructed W-boson transverse mass
MWT =
√
2plT /ET − 2(plx /Ex + ply /Ey) - we have required MWT + /ET > 60 GeV. Finally, the top-quark invariant mass
is set to be above 140 GeV. This last cut was not implemented by ATLAS in their cut-based part of the analysis [3]
but it is included in the multivariate part.
In the ATLAS(m) analysis we have changed the requirements regarding jets: we have asked for one or two recon-
structed jets with pT > 25 GeV , where one jet must be a b-jet and the second is forced to be a non-b jet. In the
left panel of fig. 1 we show the jet multiplicity for jets with pT > 25GeV . In the right panel we show the top quark
invariant mass before the respective cut is implemented which allow us to understand the effect of this additional cut
in the analysis.
In table II we list all backgrounds considered in the analysis as well as the event yield and the efficiency for a
luminosity of 1 fb−1. These are the final events gathered after all cuts. As expected there is a significant increase in
the single top and tt¯ backgrounds because there is an extra non-b jet in the ATLAS(m) analysis. However, the overall
increase in the total background in ATLAS(m) relative to ATLAS is not as large because the major contributions to
the total background comes from W+jets where the increment is not so dramatic.
ATLAS ATLAS(m)
Process Events (1fb−1) Efficiency (%) Events (1fb−1) Efficiency (%)
Single top 330.8 0.286 1198.5 1.035
tt¯ 111.0 0.052 773.1 0.365
W + light jets 2900.1 0.026 4300.3 0.039
Wc + light jets 1796.2 0.317 2384.4 0.421
Wbb¯/Wcc¯ + light jets 45.9 0.591 128.7 1.656
Z + jets 66.4 0.002 116.2 0.004
Total background 5250.4 8901.2
Table II: Number of events and efficiency for the background processes in the ATLAS and in the ATLAS(m) analyses.
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Figure 1: In the left panel we present the jet multiplicity for jets with pT > 25GeV. On the right we show the top-quark
invariant mass.
ATLAS ATLAS(m)
Process Efficiency (%) Efficiency (%)
DtopLO(κugt) 2.509 –
DtopLO(κcgt) 3.428 –
DtopNLO(κugt) 2.591 –
DtopNLO(κcgt) 3.581 –
DtopNLO(κugt) + (t+ j)
LO 2.413 3.283
DtopNLO(κcgt) + (t+ j)
LO 3.072 4.142
Table III: Efficiencies for the signal processes.
In table III we list the efficiencies for the signal processes after all cuts. There is no significant difference between
the LO and NLO samples in the ATLAS analysis. The only notable difference arises in the ATLAS(m) analysis for
the DtopNLO + (t + j)LO sample. As expected the efficiency is better in ATLAS(m) than in ATLAS which is in
accordance with the design of ATLAS(m). We now have to check if the rise in the number of signal events is enough
to compensate for the increase in the total background.
As the LO and NLO results are quite similar, the NLO result seems to be well described by the LO sample with a
constant K-factor. In figure 2 we plot the K-factor as a function of the transverse momentum cut of the b-tagged jet.
In this plot we have performed all cuts except the one on the b-jet in the ATLAS analysis. Then we have calculated
the ratio between the number of events coming from the NLO sample and the same number with the LO sample for
different values of the pT cut on the b-tagged jet. It is clear that the use of a constant K-factor is justified up to
approximately a pT = 60 GeV cut. For large pT the recipe fails. However, the number of events decreases steeply with
the b-jet pT cut for large pT values and therefore their contribution to the total number of events becomes negligible.
We have checked several other distributions always reaching the same conclusion - the regions where the use of a
constant K-factor would not be allowed, contribute with a small number of events to the analysis. Obviously, one
should note that this is true for this particular analysis and not a general rule.
4. LIMITS
In this section we will present the bounds on the anomalous couplings for four different scenarios: ATLAS analysis
with the three samples DtopLO, DtopNLO and DtopNLO + (t+ j)LO and ATLAS(m) with DtopNLO + (t+ j)LO. In
fact, because the ATLAS analysis with the DtopLO and DtopNLO leads to very similar results we will only show the
results for the NLO sample. Further, the ATLAS(m) analysis with only direct top events has negligible signal events
yields.
As previously stated, the best current exclusion limit (assuming only one non-zero coupling at a time) was obtained
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Figure 2: K-factor as function of the transverse momentum cut on the b-tagged jet.
in [3] by ATLAS. With an energy of
√
s = 7 TeV and a total integrated luminosity of 2.05± 0.08 fb−1 the obtained
limits at 95% C.L. were
κugt/Λ < 6.4× 10−3 TeV −1 κcgt/Λ < 14.5× 10−3 TeV −1 . (2)
As discussed, our goal is not to compete with this analysis but rather to understand if there is a way to improve
it. According to our analysis there would be two possibilities to improve the bounds on the couplings. The first one
would be to just include the FCNC single top events in the signal, that is, to use the sample DtopNLO + (t + j)LO.
The second would be to change the analysis by including an extra hard non-b jet (ATLAS(m)). In order to obtain
the 95% CL limits for κugt/Λ and κcgt/Λ, we have used the code described in [19].
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Figure 3: Left -Upper limit on the coupling constant κugt/Λ and κcgt/Λ according the ATLAS analysis. Right - Upper limit
on the coupling constant κugt/Λ and κcgt/Λ according the ATLAS(m) analysis.
In fig. 3 we present the results for
√
s = 8 TeV and a total integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1. In the left panel we
show the 95% C.L. upper limit on the coupling constant κugt/Λ and κcgt/Λ according to the ATLAS analysis for the
6DtopNLO sample (black line) and for the DtopNLO + (t + j)LO sample (slashed red line). The LO result with the
K-factor is almost on top of the the NLO one and therefore it is not shown in the figure. Hence, for this particular
analysis, no significant difference is seen when using the NLO generator. In the right panel we show the ATLAS(m)
analysis with the DtopNLO + (t+ j)LO sample. The numeric results for the limits with each coupling taken non-zero
at a time are shown in table IV (they correspond to the intersection of the exclusion curve with the x and y axes).
ATLAS ATLAS(m)
Process κ/Λ [10−3] TeV −1 κ/Λ [10−3] TeV
DtopNLO(κugt) 6.4 –
DtopNLO(κcgt) 12.5 –
DtopNLO(κugt) + (t+ j)
LO 6.2 5.2
DtopNLO(κcgt) + (t+ j)
LO 12.0 10.1
Table IV: Limits of the κqgt/Λ.
The results presented in fig. 3 and in table IV allow us to conclude that a slight improvement in the bound can be
achieved by including the full set of events DtopNLO + (t + j)LO in the ATLAS analysis. The same is true for the
ATLAS(m) analysis when compared with ATLAS, even when the DtopNLO + (t + j)LO is considered. However, we
should look at this results as an indication that a full detector analysis is worth doing. First because the improvement
is only of the order a few % and second because since we did not consider the multi-jet background, we could be
overestimating the sensitivity in ATLAS(m).
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied top production at the LHC via FCNC interactions. We have performed two different analysis
using the MEtop generator which allows for the production of NLO direct top events and LO FCNC pp→ tj events.
In the first one we have followed ATLAS in [3] but using two different samples, one with only direct top NLO events
and the other one with direct top NLO plus the LO t+ j FCNC events. In the second analysis we allow for an extra
hard non-b jet in the final state increasing both the signal and the background yields.
We have concluded that the inclusion of the FCNC single top events has increased the sensitivity. Even if the
limit is better by only a few percent this should be implemented in the experimental analysis because this is a real
contribution to the process and should not be neglected. Furthermore, its inclusion is straightforward with MEtop.
In the second analysis the limit on the couplings is significantly better. In this case however we should look at the
result as an indication that an experimental analysis is worth performing.
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